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SUMMARY

I'm a fast-learning full-stack Web Developer with strong communication
skills. After working in technical support, I found my passion for writing code
and have been hooked ever since. I'm proficient in building RESTful web
applications with JavaScript, jQuery, Angular.js, Ruby, and Ruby on Rails
using Test Driven Development. I'm an enthusiastic problem solver with a
compulsion to learn and grow.

EDUCATION
University of Iowa
BA Linguistics 2013
Graduated with Highest Distinction - GPA: 4.0

Bloc Apprenticeship
Full Stack Web Developer Apprenticeship
2017

JavaScript, Angular.js, jQuery, Ruby, Ruby on Rails, HTML5, CSS3, Git, Bootstrap, SQL, Microsoft Access

TECHNICAL SKILLS

RECENT PROJECTS

NextTask
To-do list app built with JavaScript, Angular.js, and Firebase. Designed to keep your to-do lists clean and realistic by removing items that
are not completed within 7 days. Expired tasks are still available under the Expired list, but they are cleared from your Current list. 
Github Repo - github.com/dmhuebner/nexttask  |  View Project - nexttask.herokuapp.com

Open Chat
Instant messaging application built with JavaScript, Angular.js, and Firebase. Uses Firebase's AngularFire module to provide a real-time
backend with three-way data binding. Includes user authentication and authorization. 
Github Repo - github.com/dmhuebner/open-chat  |  View Project - openchat.netlify.com

Wikiport
Collaborative wiki sharing application built with Ruby on Rails that allows users to create public and private Markdown-based wikis.
Features full user authentication/authorization and payment integration through the Stripe API. 
Github Repo - github.com/dmhuebner/wikiport  |  View Project - wikiport.herokuapp.com

Post Maestro
Reddit-like application built with Ruby on Rails designed to let users share and explore posts and links from across the internet. Users
can comment on public posts, use Markdown to style their posts and up-vote or down-vote posts they come across. 
Github Repo - github.com/dmhuebner/post-maestro  |  View Project - postmaestro.herokuapp.com

EMPLOYMENT
FRONTSTEPS Denver, CO
Senior Technical Support Representative Nov 2015 - Current

Diagnose cause of reported technical issues, respond to client inquiries, and resolve any issues related to web-based HOA
management software.
Use HTML & CSS to assist clients with website content formatting and troubleshoot format/style related errors. 
Write SQL queries to make requested adjustments to client data, manually create client data records and more.
Report/document software bugs and troubleshoot technical issues including email hosting, DNS records hosting, product
use & functionality, 3rd party software integration and domain name registration.

MODIS Denver, CO
Technical Recruiter Oct 2014 - Jul 2015

Responsible for identifying, qualifying, recruiting and interviewing exceptional technical candidates - predominantly
Software Engineers, Application Developers, and Project Managers.
Supported multiple, national strategic accounts within Modis including negotiating rates, setting up and preparing
candidates for interviews, presenting and accepting offers on behalf of candidates, troubleshooting hiring issues, etc.
Responsible for managing multiple client requisitions in a constantly changing, SLA driven environment as well as
mentoring and training new and existing recruiters. 
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